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Living in the dorms meant sacrificing our privacy and learning to
share almost

everything.

Most of

formed close bonds among the

us

found that the lack of privacy

people we lived with.

"Your friends

family; you can call and talk to your mom, but it's not
the same as going down the hall and talking to a friend," expressed

become your

sophomore Heather Polluck.
Bonding with our wings flourished with various activities such
as
playing laser tag, going to movies and just hanging out in each
other's

rooms.

To

keep from getting bored in the dorms, sisters Zoe

and Chloe Mikesell would wake up

a

few of their friends in the

night and have a spontaneous get-together in their
room, which was decorated with several glowing ornaments under a
middle of the

purple black light. Late nights in the guys' dorms would almost
always be spent playing video games or watching movies.
For many of us, the people we lived with became our closest
friends. We managed to annoy each other at times and had to learn to
respect one another's opinions, but after awhile we began to not mind
our lack of privacy. In fact, we realized that sharing our lives with
each other made

our

experiences much more fun and worthwhile.

CLOSE ENCO
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Friends 7

8

Campus Life
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college would be
the "time of our lives." Upon arriving, we
learned that most Monday through Thursday
nights would be spent cramming for tests or
writing a ten-page paper the day before it was
due. At times we began to wonder, "What
ever
happened to our lives?" Come Friday
night, our brains were itching to take a rest
and we were ready to let loose and have some
fun. The only dilemma was figuring out what
We

convinced that

were

to do.

Freshman Robin
with the flow and

Young admitted, "I just
do what everybody else

go

does."
The "flow"

usually meant going

to

church,

for coffee, to the movies or to a house off
campus to play games and relax. We managed

out

to have

great

a

time while

doing the

things every weekend because
we
kept.

same

of the company

"It's not where you go; it's who you
with," explained freshman Leah Ely.

hang

We found out that

having a good time
wasn't about going to interesting places every
weekend, but just about being around the
people we cliqued with.
Sophomore Francisco Baez stated, "The best
part about hang
ing out is having
a
good experi
ence and
being
able to share it
with

somebody."

Whether

we

just talking
over a mocha
Big
Train or playing

were

Twister at

our

wingbacker's
place, as long as
we were

friends,

with

our

we were

able to have the
"time of

our

lives."
© Oral Roberts University
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•

•

:
•

:
•

:

UMy style

consistent;
wear

•

•

I like to

skateboarding

: clothes
•
•
•

is kinda in-

and Banana

:
•

Republic."

•
•

Andrew Escobar

:

:

•

•

•

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Campus

Life
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•

•

•

•

: "When I get dressed I don't want it to seem :
: as if I tried too hard to look good; I want it :
to look like it

•

just

•

happened."
Jeric Murphy
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•

•

•

•

: "I like to shop at thrift:
: stores, fabric stores to
•

: make my own clothes,
: and raid my sister's
•
•

closet."

•

:

Chloe Mikesell

•
•
•
•
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Precious

right:

children

having
spring

fun at the
outreach

by

•

compassro
If there

was one

thing that Community Outreach

showing love and compassion to the
lost and lonely. Many students who had experienced
God's unfailing love through Community Outreach
developed a desire to be used by Him in a greater
stood for, it

was

capacity.
One distinct

students
the

enjoyed

Gospel

to

aspect of Community Outreach that
and

appreciated, besides bringing

individuals,

available for them to

was

the

variety of ministries
from

loving ne
glected youth at a children's hospital to befriending an
inmate at a local juvenile prison facility. Individuals
felt commissioned with a higher calling this year and
kept their obedience to God by touching the commu
nity and changing lives. Students began to realize
how God kept them wanting more as they endeavored
to do His will through Community Outreach.

12

Campus Life

participate in,

© Oral Roberts University

far left: Jordan
Malden reaching
out with love

left: Michelle
Coleman and
Brian McKenzie

with their

adopted family

above: Jose Tobias and Brett Pollard
light through their actions

being

a

left: Ron Sandison and Trait Thompson
praying for a man on the streets

© Oral Roberts University

Community

Outreach 13

Brenda Miranda and

"Super Dave" Walling

© Oral Roberts University

Le

theme said it all: "Make Your Mark."

That is

exactly what homecoming did.
From Skate Night to the basketball game, homecoming was
about being better than years before. To "make its mark," the

all

week's events
called for
ideas. It

new

was a

first for many

of the

plans,
including
Impressions
Day with a 20%

discount offered at the bookstore,

lights

and

fog

machines at Battle of the Bands and the

performances
game. It

of Rock the House at the

was even

away because

so

homecoming

basketball

the first year that volunteers had to be turned

many students

were

eager to

help.

"Homecoming went a lot better this year, and we had a lot
more school
participation," said Alvina Judkins, Vice President
Student Activities, who headed up the plans for homecoming.
Each day of the week, the campus was filled with school
spirit. From wing shirts to silent hearts to Golden Eagle gear,
students showed loyal participation.
Behind the scenes, the staff of the homecoming committee
united in prayer and fasting for the homecoming plans. "I just
wanted to see everything go successfully and to see God being
glorified," stated Judkins.
In accordance with its

theme, the annual

mark." The addition of several
a

week of

unity

"I had

a

new

ideas

of

event "made its

impacted

students with

and excitement.

really great

admitted, "and that

staff and

is the

only

an awesome

way

we were

God," Judkins

able to

pull

Homecomin

© Oral Roberts University

it off."

2000

Homecoming

15

Who knew it would go

so

who had gone

fast? Well, just about everybody

through it themselves. Enjoy it while it lasts, they said. Make the most of it while
you're there, they told us, for before you know it, it will all be over. And they were
right.
Now, looking back

whelming to comprehend

at

those four years spent at ORU, it is at times

all that

excitement and

anxiety of the

pro at this very

new

really has

first

game called

day,

occurred. I

can

still feel that freshman

the determination to look like I

college.

As I walked the

over

halls, I tried

was an

old

keep

my

to

little less

wide-eyed and fearful and wondered if anyone could tell what I
was
feeling inside. I made it through that first awkward day. We all made it
through that first day and the second and the third until these days turned into
weeks and into months and suddenly we realized we no longer held the over
a

eyes

...

whelmed, bewildered freshman title.
Then what

happened? Everything.

incredible memories and
a

some

We learned. We grew. We made

along the way. Each of us has
all share the same ending. The student

unforgettable

unique story of these years. However, we

diploma is not the same
first time, wondering what lay ahead.
who received

We

a

were

tested in every

that

we

given by the
what

we

as

student who walked onto campus for the

and

we

passed. Maybe things

did not go

or

Ultimate Professor. He

needed to

And

friends

planned, and I am sure that we all faced a few chal
could not have expected. These tests, however, were tests of life,

exactly as we had hoped
lenges

area

some

see

knew,

more

in ourselves. He knew

I stand surrounded

than

we ever

could have

just what we needed

by hundreds

of robed seniors, I

known,

to overcome.

see an

equal

graduate, I feel an overwhelming
excitement, pride and awe for what is taking place. At the same time, I once again
feel a little like that wide-eyed, wondering freshman. What do the years ahead hold
for us? We cannot imagine. And though I know that I will run into some bumpy
number of memories. As I walk into the

ground
me,

in

16

long

we

are

Campus

in this

Life

course.

Real World 101,

maybe?

a

right beside

In whatever does lie

already there waiting. Just remember. Enjoy it while
you know it this time in your life will be a fading moment

know that God is

there, for before

history,

to

the way, I know that my favorite Professor will be there

instructing me

ahead,
you

a

arena

yellowing photo

in

a

scrapbook.
© Oral Roberts University
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College life:

we

thought it would be

longer would we have to be
we

could be

and
and

...

pay

we

stuck in the

independent, free

our own

bills.

to make

our

one-way road to freedom. No
of

tight grip

our own

Suddenly we came to

our

control.

parents'

choices, live by

must make the transition into the world

our

rules

our own

the realization that

we

Finally

need money

elders had warned

us

about:

the "real" world.

Sophomore Stacey Buie

came

to

a

had to work because my parents weren't

looking for a job

I

as soon as

got here.

I

From

quick realization
going to

got

a

job

send

even

of her need for

me

simply

on

before I

job

post office) recalled, "All

that would pay

our

bills and fit into

freshman who worked two

jobs said,

going to school is balancing
the

our

at

I had to do

was

easy to

was

our

a

difficult time

trying

to find

schedules. David VanEaton,

"The hardest

time. If I go out at

part about having

a

a

a

job

and

night I'm really tired at work in

morning."
As much

as

many of

would have been almost
with the

18

job

into my schedule."

Many of us had

job

our

(who worked

call the number and talk to the boss. It
fit the

"I

bought books."

what would best fit into

schedules. Freshman Ami Correa
the campus

job.

any money. I started

library work to waiting tables,

choices relied

a

means to

Campus Life

have

a

us

would have loved to

impossible to

quit our jobs, we

survive without them.

social life, but interfered with

our

found that it

Jobs provided

social time.

© Oral Roberts University

us
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Jobs 19

feeling: queasiness builds in the stom
ach, fear arises from not knowing a single soul and insecurity
overwhelms all traces of confidence in your mind. It's the feeling
Most students know the

of

stepping

out of your comfort

and into

zone

an

entirely

new

environment.

To many students,

like

coming

group of

But, of

to

coming

foreign

a

to Oral Roberts

land. The

unique atmosphere

make ORU almost

people

course, no

University

seem

student knows this

like its

own

and diverse

little world.

better than

feeling

feels

a

foreign

student.
"I

was a

little scared at the

dated because I knew it
Rowan Bostan,

a

a

me a

shadow of

on

a

family.

only

a

get vali

alone," confessed

me

doubt that God wanted

meaning

campus and the "home" that

becomes

to be

lot of confirmation and

To these students, the

life

just going

when I had to

freshman from the Commonwealth of Dominica,

"but I didn't have
here. He gave

was

beginning

memory.

a

"I miss my

to be

lot of confidence."

of "home"

they

me

soon

were once

conforms to
familiar with

home, my friends and my

I miss the river, and the beach and my

warm

weather,"

recalled Bostan.

Though having
make

a

think the world

was so

Life

environment

learned from the

are

Campus

a new

student feel sad and remorseful,

the lessons that

nothing

20

to live in

is

impossible,"

far, but

now

nothing

new

it

can
can

sometimes

compare to

experiences.

seems so

"I used to

close. With God,

stated Bostan.

© Oral Roberts University

International Student

Organization
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International Students 21
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,Life
e, I

am

utted'" astouuded.

Goa

.

fe in His

p�[ifect

wilt

As]

nd stay �®ken before Him,"

all that He wants

e

U1e

�o

of testing and

impacting the

that makes
ce

© Oral Roberts University

of God

ORlj
itt �

There

was

some�hing unique ab�)iMt

those one-hour services when the @n�jJ['e
student body set aside academic and

responsibilities to focus on the
one
thing that ORU was founded upon.
"For me chapel is more �han just a
social

tradition. Amidst the craziness of eJ@l

lege life it reminds me why I am ih@re/,
said sophomore Caleb Piers aU.
Chapel services were a valuable ip��
of the ORU culture. 1ln the nn._]dst of

praise

and

at the

altar,

worship
we

or

found

among
our

our

:pee'F�
purpose aF\.�

destiny.
Phenomenal

speakers were brought
in to teach and inspire us. We had the
privilege of hearing from Chancello»
Oral Roberts

LAYING IT DOWN
Students' needs
to at the

are

ministered

altar.

GOOD COUNSEL
Women's

Chaplain Brenda

Coomer motivates students

with

an

encouraging

sermon.

FATHER, SON AND HOLY
SPIRIT

President Richard and Chancellor
Oral Roberts agree in fervent prayer.

© Oral Roberts University
24

Spiritual

Life

as

he stood with tears lim

I

Curtis, Ron Luce and Ted Haggard kept

It\lJ'Ugmng while they challenged our
faillb and authenticity as Christians. For

IyrS
"

Ul,

�y: students, the

most

impacting

service involved Steve

Saint, son
chaJP�l
o� a martyred missionary to the Waodani

Doutbillbe, who came with the man who killed

A MAN WITH A PLAN

'enfuhls father. "I stood in awe

Chancellor Oral Roberts addresses

and :'tev� Sru.nt

fue

as

I watched

faculty

in

a

special chapel visit.

hug the man who killed his

father, and I became overwhelmed
IUPOIth�ll God loves us even more," stated
a

own

'Sophomore Tandy McClur@.

llco\·

For �hose of us who didn't have class
hem,',@fore �O:50 on Wednesdays and Fridays,

�ettlng up

for

chapel seemed like an

l\epatln(lo;F'lvenience.

Of courser there

tof hose moments wnen

ITp�e not only to sleep

were

needed extra
but to study or

we

IseandW5n a pa]per, but what we learned
nside the four walls of Christ's Chapel

r0u�ht�@came a part of our development into
lad theV'J.1:o1e persons. In the Old Testament the
�ellOi 81l'aelites built' mounds to be tangible

�!l]Sm'@mind.el!S to themselves and generations
[akell!o follow rhat they had experienced the
ouud!f)ne h;iIile God.

Similarily, chapel served

tanpble reminder to us of those
nerneats when we experienced that

ill un! s a

0d,"

(LEARL V SPEAKI NG
Men's

Chaplain Earl McClellan boldly

timely

sermon

© Oral Roberts University

delivers

a

in campus church,

Chapel

25

vita] part of
Life Department as well as

Music Ministries
the

was a

Spiritual
the ORU spiritual atmosphere.

The

anointed musical sounds drifted from
the

stage

in Christ's

city streets,

Chapel to inner

schools and churches

the world. This year was
of transition as Glenn Packiam

throughout
one

became the

new

worship leader, replac

Brannon Carnes, Who went to w011'l
with his father's ministry in Indiana.
As we entered into the aew m.[���iFt

ing

nium, Packiam's passion
11

statement Web

glory known among the
nations and in our generation." Every
Wednesday and Friday Packiam, a]ong
to make His

singers and choir.Ie
the entire student body in praise and
worship with new songs and a new

with the Frontline

sound that connected with

MORE THAN ONE WAY TO PRAISE

Worship leader Glenn Packiam praises
the keyboard and with his voice.

God

on

SING UNTOTHE LORD
Edwin Miranda lifts his voice in
Music Ministries

26

Spiritual

Life

chapel

a

solo

during the

service.

© Oral Roberts University

our

cul1rttFe

into God's presence, and worries of
upcoming tests, papers or relational
us

problems slowly dissipated.
memories and moments
ORU

Ii�

a

are

These
what made

spiritual haven for many

EVERYBODY PRAISE THE LORD

During the Music Ministries chapel service, the team leads the audience
in praise. Music Ministries chapel was a favorite
amongst students.

alumni

and students.

However,

��ust

a

small

as a

student body

portion

we saw

of all that Music

omMinistries entailed. It involved so much
'more than
leading the student body in
praise and worship for thirty minutes a
alfew times

a

week. There

were

weekly

practices, hours spent in prayer, an
l�laiilbum recorded, teams formed and
wretudents sent out on missions. Teams
1a,:ministered in the Ll.S. on both the east

,n'
III

d west coasts

as

well

as

South Africa

d Australia.

ili� Music

becoming a more and
powerful tool in identifying
was

we�ore
owi�h the youth generation. Director
�ir,Lean Polvado believed that they were

lJ1�Jsing music to reach the
wlpeak to our generation.

lost and
As

we con

tllUlinued into the new millennium, the
), �ocus of Music Ministries remained
�mlconstant: to lead
Sliather's heart.

people

to the

SWEET SOUND

STRUMMIN' AWAY

Frontline

Andrew Escobar

singers raise
worship.

their voices in

God

on

praises

the base.

© Oral Roberts University

Music Ministries 27

Missions

was a

vital

part of helping

students fulfill God's call

on

their lives

person's world, teach
ing and preaching the gospel. "The
missions program exists to sharpen you
as a man/ woman of God and develop
to go into every

you in your service to Him," stated
Missions Director Jeff Rigler. for the
students who went out

on

missions,

being sharpened was only the begin
ning. They could testify to also being
stretched, refined and molded into

more

of the Father and less of themselves.
Being a part of missions was an amaz

ing experience, and the actual trip was
only a small portion of it. Not one o£ the
270 students who went out

on

j

missioas

could have known what God had in

they entered into 24
�
different countries including Zambia,
South Africa, Guyana, Spain, Romania,
England, Mozambique and Australia.
More than 65,000 people were reached

store

CARING FOR OUR OWN

BIRD CHARMER

(top)

Ron Howard befriends

bird.

28

Spiritual Life

an

African

(above) Brege

Barthelus attends to her sick

teammate, Melissa Evans.

© Oral Roberts University

for them

as

I

with the love of

God, whether

it

was

through a meal, sermOl1l! or helping
hand.

PERFECT GENTLEMAN

charmingly picks a flower
African woman as a sign of affection.
An African

man

WASHING IN THE RIVER

(left)

Dave

Walling gets

a

glimpse

river.

an

OUT FOR A DRIVE
into

the life of John the Baptist as he helps
© Oral Roberts
University
into the
baptize a Cameroon native

muddy

for

(above) Cameroon
small

pick-up

station.

residents

pile

into

and head to the gas

a

Missions 29
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cadernics
When I look back at who]
�ornpare it to who I

ep��mne

of the

am

today,

scared� naiive"

�Ol!»e�e" horror stori�s ftom

freshman three years ago, and
I have to laugh. Hard. I came �o ORU as the

was as an

eager

high

arriving

freshman, filled with "when

school teachers. After

you

wa:1izing

get

over

to

and

(and over agaiIil) that life is never what you expect it to be, I found myself
oiicially enrolled in fflat cliche called "the school of life." And through it, I
came to realize that one of the
things I most appreciate about ORU is that no
fJ!HilVter where yotlv'€� eorae from, no matter where you are at in your life, no
1JIl�tter where you ar� �@iag, there's always room for individual growth and
�ll1€re is always knowle8ge and wisdom to be gained.
aveJi

Throughout my years here, my life has been transformed.
so

many seasons,

roy

so

understanding

that

dJlates you memQriz�
you

gain

many

as

growing experiences,

college

isn't

it is about the

so

I've gone through
each of which has added to

much about the

facts, formulas

priceless memories and life

-

and

wisdom

in the proc�s.

At ORU I've met

some

incredible teachers who each offer

to

us

their diverse

backgrounds, knowl€dge and guidance. I have been spoken directly into and
so moved by moments of, well
impartation. I guess I have come to
appreciate this Unive: S'izys focus on education of the soul and body as well as
...

the mind.
editor of the Academics section this year, I have tried to emphasize
the importance of moving beyond basic in-class learning. The lessons

And so,

as

learned outside of the textbook may be the most
fOF tl]je rest of our �[v�s.
-

RACHEL SNYDER

© Oral Roberts University

important ones

that carry

us

TUBAS AND FLYING PAINT
fine arts and art

fine

arts

•

opera class.

senior paper, but don't realize how
music classes that meet 3 times

of everyone.

a

juries. breaking

living in timko

e

recital

7:50. free food for

at

girls falling

tice, practice. 56 songs

32 Academics

week, but

to memorize

are

european tours.

in the

hymn book.

in love with shawn

no one

songs in five different

only worth one

credit hour.

sing with passion.

chick-fil-a. "be off and

sight singing. only five hymns
the middle school

tough it is

everyone who thinks

likes to

sing.

running".

getting

dr.

stepp

so, what

hatley's
e

are

your

© Oral Roberts University

•

guitar

plans

classes

for after

•

oj

chapel in frlOn

the 26 italian art songs.

practices.

gratitude

outfit combinations

relaxed

to stand up in

franco autori

all thanks and

off the hook from

you're

languages. having tons

the music bench in seminar. "wunderbar hurrah"

phobia.

singing

getting annoyed with

•

to

melody

sitting

jared's

theory a�

and sandra

desk for hours.

faces

graduation?

music

•

a

practice, prae

music

harmony.

art

the few, the

•

ing

"outside the lines"

see

the world like

proud

•

think

relearning to

•

child. the ISO-foot

a

mural. crowded darkrooms. lateral

thinking.
minute

no

pulling

projects

tackle boxes, art
vasses

•

lugging multiple

supplies

everywhere

tory. oh

...

off last-last

and

art his-

•

you go

can

supposed to

were we

take

notes on that?

finding your soul

mate in the art

department. finally
"the

receiving your "inspiration
before your

project is

due.

be in class six hours for

a

night

having

to

three-credit

class. spontaneous bursts of

creativity

during those early morning hours.
studious
to class

projects

art

on

time and

late

we'll have

students who

a

•

hey

never

always

come

turn in their

guys, do you think

test...or

a

project?

jectivity. perfectionists. being

sub
cov

ered with colors and chemicals. de

tails, details

•

caffeine-induced

ativity. randomly spaced

spring fever induced by
ing classes.

the

fumes. campus
© Oral Roberts University

cre

classes.

outdoor draw

portfolio.

marker

signs.
Fine Arts and Art 33

OPEN ARMS, OPEN BOOI<S
education and

education
macarena

with

mrs.

clou

•

ever-changing class requirements.

practicums

e

e

special monday" chapel" meetings. reading

you have in your whole life.

"any questions,

presentations. story boxes.

how many bookcards for

elementary
you
a

developing

•

dr. mckissack's

the art of

department atmosphere.
the kids.

phonics

at least 120

becoming

a

games.

•

friendly suggestions?"

rooms

•

math

can

concepts:

graduate.

field

one

semester than

the dreaded enemy. student

where

full of students who love to talk

•

are

all of the

every field is

a

semester. "and

so

God has

scripture implementation.

appointed

dr. hall's

some

...

good, now

boys?

•

"train up

teaching.

master

family-like

mission field. you

gotta

all of your free time

to stretch your

creativity.

love

reading

teachers". classroom prayer.

jokes. learning

© Oral Roberts University

and

adoption of anderson

trips. learning how to

handwriting perfection. sing-a-longs. getting to spend
a

in

never-ending projects

•

those who can, teach.

A?

professor lindberg's home finals.

children's books in
role model.

an

or

portfolio before you

spiritual leadership

puppeteering

comments,

more

dancing the

the artist within. dr. burritt's fantastic "I remember when" stories.

add to your

only have 49 things to

child"

ing

school.

where is the ed. tech. room?

english

eng 1 ish
305. blue chairs.

those

beyond english

•

plastic flamingos. lugging

heavy anthologies everywhere.

hall's massive

you end

reading assignments.

sentence with "with?"

a

literature classes is it

possible

semester and still have

a

writing.

mrs.

null's advice

encounters. the

think we'll have
to have

an

a

to take

test

or a

e

english

through everything

pentangle.

going

epperson's

love and the

the sudden

realization of just how much effort
senior paper is

a

promethia

e

southern way. love of literature.

•

so, can

how many

•

dr.

on

teachers who edit their way

mr.

to take in

life?

drama with tv /vcrs

on-going

101 and

•

an

english

hmmm

paper?

...

do you

attempting

in-depth discussion on a work that

nobody has read. professor butler's constant
references to

oprah e there's

literature than beowolf?

fact

or

fiction?

does not

mean

English majors Luke Ishihara, Danielle Burkheiser and Hope Jacobson
studiously take notes during one of their major requirement classes.

4:35"

have to

•

fun with dr.

knowing you have

all of your

purchase

epperson's

anthologies

another classic

piece

of literature for the rest of your life.
papers
born out of the delirious state of mind that sets
in at 3 in the

© Oral Roberts University

english

"the paper is due at 4:30; that

enough information in
never

to

dr. walker's house:

office. the satisfaction of

to

more

morning.

eudora

welty

e

Education and English 35

•

SCI e nee S
but not with color".

prophecies.

"i have

•

mr.

some

century films

babies

•

devotions

mrs.

•

e

(dr. walker)

study hard for perryman.

scuba

•

36 Academics

•

aquarium dying. long lab

the basement

•

the rat

lady

•

departmental coffee

munchy dilemma.

to"

•

•

faculty vs.

anomaly in bio.2 lab

•

pookie

a

guinea

korstad's

the

dr.

eiesen's beanie

•

daily

all the

puffer fish

student softball games.

cadavers. klehm, the

dr. stewart's hand motions. pass around the bubble gum. dissection after lunch.
© Oral Roberts University

eating pizza

addictions.

dr. nelson's "exit interviews"

hours. the condolence card.

biology picnics

answers

flying,

are

perryman's

"what did I do with that?".

diving trips.

korstad and his sunflower seeds. the frozen time

girl

perryman.

"you

"each and everyone of you is

harmon, the wonder secretary. dr. collier and the

fish in the marine

tri-beta

•

•

till 7 pm. dr.

questions i hope you have

pig". eating dinner with dr.
"bless your hearts"

the tennis balls

plaid pants. staying in lab

in lab. dr. couch's 12th

eldridge'S watch alarm.

ritzhaupt and

party

•

n u r SIn

university village.

g

practicums

•

anderson's

waterproof mascara for ms.
ms.

mathieses drives

kim the

a

chewing:

a

wild round of

the risk of

walked in

on a

all-nighters

e

fun

Johnson,

after

an

study groups

oh

so

•

late

•

tough?

no more

white hats.

holding newborn babies.

•

tests. where

are

ever

all the guy nurses?

nursing

professors

community visits.

it". the time

•

barnes & noble.

wanted to know.

wonderful

after

early-arriving

staff and student

nights, early mornings

no

gum

students

parties.

group

•

"

Tara Karnes,

going strong

is

nursing gadgets.

body than you

learning early on what dedication is.

Karen

borders

•

white dresses. trouble with shots.

anatomy

stop and think about

Jennifer Guadagno,

intense

the mad scientist, up to his usual concoctions in the

Chemistry Department.

killer

graphic "birthing" diagrammed lecture

ie Gardner

Josh Willhite,

•

about the

"so

aspiration.

am

thinking. "yeah" (carrie raising her hand

"chubby bunny".

.

ticking:

up at 6:00

no more

sleep shortages.

•

losing your g.p.a .• learning more
in

•

•

embarrassing patient moments.

catts' critical

pharmacotherapeutics)

patty catts' farm animal therapy

participating

•

plans

sophomores, you think this

e

practice dummy. patty

every sentence in

care

baby girl

new

mathieses

harleyl

•

and

day.

Chaunta Fauver and Ruth

during

Obregon

"nurse"

a

couple

of smiles

clinicals.

© Oral Roberts University

Sciences and

Nursing

37

NARIESAN
LE THUMPER
theology

the

log Y

0

convocations.

•

getting

closer to God.

president roberts' joy of the Lord

testimony. trying
stereotype

•

to live down the

theology

the hermeneutics Bible. turabian

the grace of five absences. dr. wilson's

•

pocketwatch e
classes

the hermeneutical process. theolo

turning into

prayer sessions. God's grace

abounding on late papers. practicums
thimell's
new

laptop: baptized in coffee, died, prayed

testament

majors

often than other

library.

•

having the opportunity

departments.

dr. smith's

hebrew. you

the

awesomeness

your life.

finding peers

38 Academics

of God

as

to write papers and do

majors

•

on

dr.

thorpe's

into old

© Oral Roberts University

which is harder:
dr. shelton

testament

majors.

dr. thimell's

these years of

in

greek or

scare

tactics

quizzes.

ministry with for

youth.

more

oru's extensive

policies.

people you will be

dr.

from your heart

attendance

or new

sharpen you through

on

e

debates between old and

presentations

senior paper. debates

He networks you with

who mold and

again. the ongoing

passion for people. study trips. tapping into

forgot your hermeneutics Bible?!

that turn all freshman church ministries

seeing

for and raised

dr. vance's attention to detail and format

style

the rest of

The survivors
of

one

of Dr.

Smith's classes:

challenged,
refined and

ready

to touch

the world.

Matt

Giardini, Josh Garrett, Chana Rees and Casey Zachary

walk the

paths

of Bible

history

on

the

summer

Abroad tour with Dr. Wilson.

Turkey Study

Seniors Chana Rees and Matt Giardini catch the
ancient times amidst the ruins in

spirit

of

Pergamum.

© Oral Roberts University

Theology

39

TALKERS AND
TY COO N S organizational/interpersonal
•

••

communication

0.1.

ing people
pizza

at

mrs.

magazine
a?

to

be

•

a

ads

•

talk

more

than you do

•

a.p.

• mrs.

farmer's

pepsi

so, I'm

•

cans.

qualified

93% of all

communication is nonverbal. senior response
ers

•

that and 65 cents will

reader's theatre

periments

•

•

recording

hours of commercials

feedback.
sors

•

if

plethora
tion

•

you'll just take
of alumni

a can
•

and

senior prep

are now

the

comm

working

the computers stop

•

nonverbal

rerecording

recognizing

speak

of pop

s.h.r.m. and a.s.t.d.

organizational and

only to have

quired

get you

t.l.'s, r.a.'s, p.k.'s

at the mall.

extra credit

•

how many visual aids do I need to get
..

?

understand-

shirk's house with finals. o/a papers.

go to class .find your mate

...

•

through unconventional means

groups

meeting people who
an

communication and business

ex

meetings

=

countless

importance

theory in the

seriously.
in all

working

•

same

no

avenues

of
semester

other

of the

major

=

has

university

investing

and

no

sleep. sympathetic, compassionate profes

so

many dominant

personalities

•

spending hours

on a

networking advice

•

..

.Ieaders

e

powerpoint presenta

enjoying almost

every

re

class.

t

40 Academics
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OJ. Comm.

majors

show off their

dynamic personalitie

U,usiness. stamp
swearingen's story telling
ecutive

on

campus

out
•

speakers

r�credits

ling

•

mot to

...

•

czar

• we

senior

you'll be

q.a.

for

attempting to study
dr.

gillen's b-day candle/

problems

a

know how to

paper?

millionaire

wondering if there

•

by

brown
65

on

fridays

•

•

debits and

•

budget, just choose

bag

it for lunch and

a.m.s., a.t.s.,

is life outside

sell it if you don't have it.
4:29 pm

ex

debits and credits. Woo hoo! that's market

the
•

•

dr.

being inspired by the

strategic management tests.
torch at the camp

ignorance.

a.m.a ...•

accounting.

you can't

turning in p.d.p. points

being liked by miss sylvia

is

at

a

necessity • teaching legends are found here • team
projects, team presentations, team work. and there's
always that one team member. everything sounds like
..

plan.

van

guard index 500

numbers. so, how's the
we

go, whatever

we

do

...

account

•

for the love of

portfolio coming?

we

must

stamp

a

out

•

wherever

ignorance!

•

© Oral Roberts University

OJ. Comm.lBusiness 41

PASSPORTS AND
PRE S S R E LEA S E S

modem language and communication �

Language Administrative Secretary
Jeanne Wing receives an award from President
Modern

modern
esta's loco?
tions
we

•

language

movies

chile. which

on

waiting for

accent.

sound like

the verb?

•

a

tion?

there is

•

there

more
are no

german

mexican.

than

singing in

beyond

there's

Students

language

are we

this is not

studying

abroad

42 Academics

a

•

major

•

the gen eds

the

are some

extra
or a

before
or

to trans

minor.

costa

or conversa

spanish. trading

spanish

with

after

or

credit. how

learning culture

•

for that

the ultimate

to teach

can

study in brazil

does not

about french.

major

•

english. rolling r's

the old fashioned method of

opera in Costa Rica.

0 examen

lab.

trip

a

sorry, it's the

•

german. you too

nothing magical

wrong with farnsworth

accepting

prueba

like hakuna matata in

exceptions,
•

e-n-u-n-c-i-a-t-e

no, italian is not

nothing

beyond vocabulary

i substitute

spanish church

dreaming in spanish.

places.
ing in

•

•

can

•

Roberts for her 5 years of service to ORU.

dr. silvers' reflec

•

dreaming in french.

out in the

question

modern is hebrew?

•

the words.

native.

camping

late--that is the

rica.

bonjour

•

proud to be bilingual.

•

goal--to

the best way to learn

professor mulligan?

speak the language

class?

•

are

calderon's chocolates.

• mrs.

•

dream

mean

you can't go

unending busy work

•

repetition.

of the first to arrive at

a

national

Dr. Silvers receives

ceremony.
© Oral Roberts University

a

round of

applause

at the

hooding

I

communication arts
tech

internships, internships.
project

still

•

waiting

voice, diction and
media law to

or

papa lew.

graduate?

dr. mukasa's

can

I'm not

still

weeks in
tions

=

never

always
•

stalking you, it's
tortilla flats

•

evening.

portfolio piece

no

•

time at kinko's

extra credit. dr.

oral

•

comm

quotes

...

morgan

Professor

•

mass

dress rehearsals. the

a

•

school. pro
mama

and

character sketch.

I'm dtf

you're
•

...

morgan's

•

journaling the past two

no

mmi ..• b+ with

in the red

•

learning

to

correc

budget

professor labash's weekly quizzes.
perfect attendance

•

cop stories

but we're communication

"with

•

majors

and

we

required?

can't pass

inspiring

entertaining jokes. saying goodbye

is senior paper still

=

special guests

tests. showcase theatre. dr. allen's

and

a

•

acoustics in howard

•

•

how many sketches do I have to do?

d.c. talk"

meetings

do I have to take

hoover"

a

two tests and

prssa

graduate

go to

"like

•

•

ending

taking prayer requests?

one

computer

technology

•

that

trip

powerpoint presentations. learning splicing

techniques just in case
are we

•

enunciation?

no

at 100

peaks

phonetics objectives

walmart event. you
nunciation

the

on

internships,

the williams

crew.

everyone missed. 60 to 80 with

•

to dr.

•

Johnny Mac Allen

words of wisdom to
imparts
© Oral Roberts University
one of his Mass Media classes.

Modern

Language

and Communication Arts 43

POLITICS AND PARANOIA
history/humanities/government/behavioral

history/humanities/government.
major than wars
house. the
•

no

more

novel?

•

unique

or

o.i.l. honor code.

101 scantrons

euphemism

debate?

•

france in st. louis

•

we

ing

could

a

learning

lengthy

essay tests

from the past

do i have the floor?

•

credit in humanities ...•

registration is

•

•

observing life

always

the election.

ity of professors.

take

a

field

trip

washington's
but

•

when i

•

does anyone know of
was a

competition

in the court

the class

•

sports

at t.u .•

•

•

name

late

room.

argu

representing

the amendment. voter

night

conversations at o.i.l.

the orange perry book

•

anticipat

farewell address. the grace and flexibil

ultimately

america

was

founded

on

God and God

alone.

Dr.

44 Academics

•

more

to the

helping to put conservatives in the white

for those who still need extra

•

wescott's cop stories

prerequisite for

•

professor garrison's speculatory assignments.

etc .• model united nations

broadcaster, cop,
ment

continually frustrated with inaccuracy of movies

•

history

k-a-h-I-e-b f-i-s-h-e-r

sciences

Vickery brings
history to life in a
performance of early
Spanish missionary
© Oral Roberts University

Bartolome Las Casas.

an

the

example

prelude to law school
besides

a

john grisham

1
I

I

�ehavioral sciences
�'I

you should've started

reud

jung?

or

can

can

a room

ounselors

full of listeners.

placebo effect.

ional methods

sympathize

•

•

•

world of

rips
t

•

or

ack to

-

eldridge's

•

life

the balance between

psy chi

ro

meetings

compulsive is

marriage

you

might need

an

•

Jesus.

reusable coffee

endicott's

hearing

it's

as

well

listening.

the memorable

come!

as

hooding

•

exciting

under

part spirit, part knowledge.

and the

grad

and

•

unconven

understatement. the

family is not just for couples.

ready to make

it for

office

sandy's

to

changing internships

by instinct. professor

only the beginning.
•

handle psy

place where professors empathize

obsessive

nature?

can

highly sought-after late night campus

must have

to urban tulsa. we're

away

dr.

•

history and systems. m.s.w.'s, here we

raduate is
urture

the

learning

t's ok not to be ok

eremony

go

a

physiological test yesterday.

anything. frequent trips

psychology?

d.s.m. iv is

•

the

tucker's stories. if you

handle

christians trust

ups.

he

professor

•

101 you

_hology

studying for

dr. walker's southern accent

•

a

difference!

school. when

•

Graduating senior Amy Mathew poses with
Dr. Larry Walker, Chairman of Behavioral
don't throw
Sciences Dept.

theory fails

-

it's

© Oral Roberts University
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ports
Since t]le times of the anQ' ent Olympics, athletics apd society have been
deep�y integrated. Men an women have engaged in sport to settle rivalries,
theili cQuntry and even to fulfill their own dreams. Today,
atbletes have taken on an incredibly public role) and we recognize such

hring i10ry
as

to

Ruv1\ and r�rdon just as easily as those of Wasmington and Lincoln.
hool children dream ofhitling the fadeaway jumper to win the NBA

nship

and rehearse that sudden death

composed

this

biography

goal

that clinches the World

of Oral Roberts

University sports from

school year, we have focused on the athletes rather than the
een them
play. We've seen their brightest victories and most
ow we can see

and
d

women
s,

what has sustained them. This section �s

who have relied

They have

on

God and their faith

maintained their focus

to

make

Him

despite
ersions which come with college athletics, and they
on

ven't

just succeeded personally. Rather,
look at athletics. By maintaining their

w

fellow teammates

as

well

as

opponents.

they have provided a light in one of the
y. They have come from different races,
tries. But they have come
together for
of Christ. By maintaining their focus on
ir path] they have taken God's
111essage
,

is heard weak.

DINGESS
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-

10

Jason Buendorf gives
advice to his sister

people, the ORU
Beringer, Micah Pepin, Tony
Domeck, Matt McLeod, Mike Campbell, Claire
Morrison, Erin Denland, Rebekah Pupi, Damaris
Barton and Kyna Garcia. Not pictured: Steven
Usually

Impact, before an
volleyball match.

the behind-the-scenes

intramurals staff: Brent

Archibald, Josh Gramble,

48

Sports

Shantel Pleasants looks

Crystal
for

a

on as

Schields drives the lane

a little
coaching
wings, Image and

intense intra murals

Schields dribbles pasta
defender in ORU's high pace

Crystal

intramurals

basket.

Matt Pfeffer

© Oral Roberts University

soccer.

Brenden
after

a

Gaitley, chaplain on Fortress leads his team and its opponent in prayer
fought playoff game. The defining characteristic of ORU intra murals

hard

that when the final whistle has blown and all was said and done, teams could
still huddle up and give thanks to God for the
opportunity to play together.
was

most character."
Intramurals Director

Rebekah Pupi, Joanna Moore, Erin Nedland, Terra Vinson, Tessa Long and
Schields strike fear into the hearts of opposing basketball teams as they get
next game.
pumped up for their

Crystal
A-League Football champions Full Armor pause
defeating Young Blood in the championship game.

1999-2000
after

© Oral Roberts University

for

a

group

picture

Intramurals 49

50

Sports

© Oral Roberts University

trati

dane
yo
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Rock the House 51

a lively crowd get out of their seats to cheer on the Golden
cheerleaders
The
ORU
kept fans on their feet all season while the ball
Eagles.
teams were running up the floor or taking a timeout.

above: Members of

Even Santa and Grandma show up for an ORU Golden Eagles game! The
ORU cheerleaders led all different types of fans in support of the Golden Eagles,
from crazy fans in costumes to ORU alumni and their families.

right:

52

Sports
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top:

ORU fans Chelsea, Miriam, Sarah and Rachel add to the pep at

an

ORU

home basketball game.

left: Abby

Wilson.
a ride
up high thanks to a lift from Kory
a
of transition for the ORU
year
during
leadership
provided

Harmon takes

two seniors

The

program.

© Oral Roberts University

Cheerleading

53

right:

Standout

sophomore

Krista

Ragan

scans

the floor for

an

open teammate.

far right: Sophomore Shannon Mims pulls up for a
while being closely guarded.
right

center: Senior center Barbora

floor and heads to the

hoop,

as

twelve footer

Jandova puts the ball

Rauna Barrett sets

a

on

pick

the

for

the defender.

top

center: Guard

Lauryn Morita brings

the ball

the floor. Morita, a sophomore, brought
handling abilities to the Lady Eagles this year.

eyeing

S4

Sports

upcourt while
great ball

© Oral Roberts University

The 1999-2000

Lady

Golden

Eagles

Staci

top
Replogle, Stacy
Anderson, Jennette Bolovinos,
Barbora [andova, Coach Jerry
Finkbeiner, Pepper Kroll, Rauna
Barrett, Shayne McKenzie, Shalmon
Mims; bottom row: Sheneka Miller,
row:

Christina
Krista

Kelley, Kristin Brady,
Ragan, Lauryn Morita, Dana

Whittaker

© Oral Roberts University
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top: Seniors Eric Perry, Da' Monn
Sanders, Leon Irving, Derrick Taylor
and Nathan Binam hoist the "Tulsa

after

defeating top ten
University at home. The
victory was the biggest of the

City Trophy"
ranked Tulsa
TU

season

and well deserved for the ORU

seniors.

immediate

along

right:

Eric

the sideline

opponent

Perry scoots
leaving an

in the dust.

far right: Senior Derrick Taylor posts
up against a defender.
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Senior Nate Binam
around

an

zips

a

pass

outstretched

defender. Binam received

recognition for
returning to basketball after
suffering the loss of half of the
index finger on his shooting

national

hand.

top of page: Eric Perry looks over his shoulder as
opponents for one of his patented dunks.

teammate

Leon

Irving

soars over

two

above: Freshman Josh Atkins curls
Atkins' stellar

things

play

at

guard

was a

teammate.
pass into the lane for a waiting
a
and
for
the
sign of good
Eagles
bright spot

a

to come.
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urn

Immediate

Left: With a
triumphant yell, Ivana
Platco vaults the ball back
across

the net.

(13) and

April Syko

Ana Lucia

DosSantos stand

ready
Far

poised,

to assist.

Left: Ana

Lucia

DosSantos sends

right back
Defense

at the

was

key

a serve

opponents.
for "God's

squad" this year as they
continued ORU volleyball's
winning tradition.
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'on
•

-

Tyisha

Wilson

Lady Golden Eagles (from left): Mandi Cody, Jed Cravallo, April Syko, Sheera Sirola, Meredith Mangun, Tyisha Wilson, Lindsay
ngel, Tyesha Beckley, Juliana Moser, Patricia Menezes, Ana Lucia DosSantos, Sarah Diven, Kristin Meyerson, Anna Saura Moreno,
© Oral
Roberts
University
coach
Darrell
Pierce.
Ivana Placko, Head Coach Amy Farber-Knowles, and assistant
Volleyball 59
ORU

Trey Vaut goes airborne against a defending goalie on a
break-away score. Amazing feats were typical for ORU as they
wrapped up their season by winning the Mid-Con Championship.
below:

below center:
ball

front

row:

comes

Carlos Flores,

Gabe Lira, Renan Mendoza,

Marquis Muse, Austin
Wilkerson, Tim Brooks,

Dusty Richmond,

Mike

Jones, Luke Collins, Bryon
Shotton, Micah Hand back
Asst. Coach Didier
Flores, Asst. Coach John
Crouch, Ramiro Perez,
Marlon Muschett, Mike
Dischinger, Marcus Penner,
row:

David Bury, Josh Bown,
Josh Cales, Wade Smith,
Juan Pablo Flores, Trey
Vaut, John Snyder, O'Neil

Bent, Coach Steve Hayes.
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Megan Utz stops

her way.

in her tracks and takes aim

as

the

-

IV

row: Kris Bramlett, Leann Fieker, Jill Roberson,
Ashley Aldrich, Erin Dulaney, Amanda Loyall, Rimini
Ross, Tiffini Flickinger, Kristi Bratkovich, Jodi Kirkhuff. back row: Anne Schick, Erin Hartog, Megan Utz,
Meghan Mitchell, Tessa Long, Beth Ingram, Cora Allegranza, Michelle Griffin, Kari Harrison. not pictured:
Coach Kyle Cussen, Asst. Coach Matt McDowell, Mgr. Jake Aldrich
S occer 61
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·

yearlS

probl

above: Senior

Con

rockets
the

pitcher and 1998-99 Mid
of the year, Mike Rose,
fastball down the middle of
for another strike-out.

pitcher
a

plate

left: Junior pitcher Trevor Leu exhibits
perfect form as he launches a pitch to
home plate.
© Oral Roberts University

Baseball 63

illie Garrison and
auncey
aiden put their gam faces" on.
/I
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Olympics coming up, we've
been�using on our slogan, 'Ready

"With the

for

a

Cam ai

lOD_'�"�,..._,..��

Morgan, [ereme Harlan, Virgil Maddox, Chauncey Raiden, Devon Metcalf, Reggie [ohnson, Willie Garrison
second row: Michelle Bailey, Latanya Agurs, Brandy Anderson, Katharyn Deppe, [anee Jett, Tannessa Scott, Amber Canidy, Natalee
Dial. Back Row: Jake Jensen, Coach David
Campbell, Crystal Galvan, Elyse Sams, Everee Oakley, Randi Baca, Coaches Joe and Shana
St. John, Mark Miller, Jamar Giddings, Shawn Schaefer, Jason Droppert, Daniel Applegate, Julius Jeffers, Kyle Kappel's, [ory Miller

front row:

Aston

© Oral Roberts University

Track and Cross

Country

65

-

10

1999-2000 Women's Golf Team: Coach Lance

Watson, Emily Allred, Laurie
Megan Inchcliff,

Engelking, Brooke Fincher, Paola Alverez, Heidi Brown,
Ashley Wilkerson and Head Coach Kim St. John
1999-2000 Men's Golf Team: Assistant Coach Lance

Watson, Cameron
Milliken, Luke Scrymgeour, Arvid Ganestam, Gabe Orr, Charleton Dechert,
Kenny Cole, j.C. Griego, Rory Scrymgeour, Aaron Lee, Kyle Jones and Head
Coach Bob Canada

right:

66

Freshman

Sports

Emily

Allred concentrates

on

the ball before her next

swing.

© Oral Roberts University

above: The 1999-2000
vvonrren'stenrlisteanrr

poses for

a

group

With

a

powerful

left:

photo.

stroke, Gareth Donachie
goes after a ball, winning
his

singles

match

against

Tulsa.

left: Junior Lindsay
gets ready for her
opponent's volley.

Patterson

© Oral Roberts University
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it is that drew �e

more

aae as

j Roberts

than 50.0 miles to a��end
a

student

M:e��

at

O!R:U�

I

University

itA to participating in various cluBs and
erving as a chaplain,
organizations, the involvement opportunities are endless. Howevet, I am
daily. reminded that it is neither programs nor organizations that change
s; it is people, people who yield to the call of God on their lives. Never
will we likely be surrounded by so many world changers as we are
during these college years. For God has divinely ordered each of our paths to
cross
during one of the most influential times in our lives. This is not by
erience we have with each other, and every lesson we
coincidence. ;Every
ro

learn c)j'ea�� �b� iftdLvidiuals
'n to refle0�
,

That sh

we

become. The

h other.

more

time

spent

together,

the

People.say you can spot an ORU student
[ways be the case, After all, we are family.

© Oral Roberts University

Alvina

Judkins

Vice President of Activities

Shan tel Pleasants
Executive Vice President
Brian

Bessey

Vice President of Services

Anna Obal
Vice President of

Grad,uat

and Commuter Affaire
© Oral Roberts University
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People

They provided the Homecoming activi
ties. They voiced our concerns, comments
and suggestions to the administration.
They drove us to and from the airport and
created social events such

as

the Welcome

Back Picnic,

breaks
were

banquets, late night food
during finals and much more. They

the Student Association,

more com

monly known as SA. A large portion of
their responsibilities could be found in the
small, often overlooked things like "The
Napkin," Homecoming signs, the telephone
directory, "Commuter Connection" and
green cart rentals. Without them this
pus would

run

much less

cam

Trait

Thompson

President

smoothly.

In addition to all the events, services and
activities

they provided,

SA had

more

within their control this year than

ever

responsibility placed
before. President Trait

Thompson said, "As the University continued to grow and
change so did the nature and responsibility of the Student Asso
ciation."

This year,

Thompson

served

as

SA President, and his cabinet

included Shantel Pleasants, Executive Vice-President; Alvina

Judkins, Vice-President of Activities;
of Services; Nathan

Brian

Bessey, Vice-President

Slaughter, Vice-President of Finance;

and

Anna Obal, Vice-President of Grad and Commuter Affairs.

With this staff there

was never a

dull moment.

They worked

tirelessly through hours of brainstorming, prayer, poster making,
organizing, etc. Often caught in a whirlwind of paper work, these
students somehow

Nathan

Slaughter

Vice President of Finance

keep up with their classes as well
as work to see
improvements throughout the campus. With pride
and excellence they upheld the tradition of student
leadership
and created

a

managed

to

standard for future leaders to follow.

•••
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early morning classes to IDate
night meetings, RAs had their work cu� �mt
for them. So how did they keep their sani
From

and still have smiles

word summed it up

on

...

their faces? One

Fun.

Without the close

relationships wi1rb

students and other RAs, the dt1tie�

responsibilites that came wit'llt
holding the title would not have
been nearly as rewarding. "It's
funny because people strive and
envy leadership thinking that a �itrue
and

will somehow make you

a

better

really makes you a 'I

person, but what

better person is not the title but

learning from others
around

you,"

said RA

Laura Williams.

Getting involved
campus life

was

major aspect
RA. The

desk
ous

in

also

a

of being

meetings

an

and

duty seemed strenu

at

times, but it was

during these moments that
the memories of being an
RA

were

created.

Helping to guide

others and

encourage excellence while

building strong relationships
with the people on their floors
was the main
objective. Being an
RA

sharing the ministry with others.
existed
what

as a

result of

really kept it real.

•

In
72
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everything
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was

also

a

great outlet for

But the fun and

laughter that

that went into the title "RA"

was

I
I

© Oral Roberts University
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Head
RAs meet

the
It

challenge

was a

tough job but

somebody had to do it.
Being a mom, big sister,
companion

and friend to 36

didn't

girls
easily.

It

always come
took compassion,

devotion and

a

lot of late

nights. Having many people
depend on you for many
different things was exhaust
ing. So who did the RAs
look to when the stress had

finally reached
insanity?

the

of

point

For most RAs, their Head
RA seemed to be the

answer

to

every possible problem.
These brave individuals
went above and

call of

duty

beyond

the

to make life

easier for the RAs. Their

responsibilities ranged
desk

duty

to

from

lock down and

every other job in between.
They worked to help RAs
with every obstacle and
made residential life for the
RAs and students flow

as

smoothly as possible. Dur
ing late night meetings and
desk duty, these men and
women

became closer

learned the true

as

they
ing of responsibility and the
art of compassion. Although
times got tough, the friend
ships that were developed
mean

and the fun memories that
were

made seemed to make

it all worthwhile. Whether it

offering advice or just
being a shoulder to cry on,
was

Head RAs had what it took
to get the job done.

74
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Female Head RAs: Mandi Wirtala,

Maggie Turner, Jamie Ruckdaschel,
Emily Bibeau, Lisa Hagrelius

© Oral Roberts University
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always there

Chaplains

sleep. You
needed someone to talk to. You needed a caring
shoulder to cry on and someone who could give you
spiritual insight when nothing seemed to make sense.
It

was

1:00

a.m.

and you couldn't

You knew you couldn't call your

friend from back home. You felt

your best
alone in all your

parents
so

or

troubles and

desperate for a compassionate friend to
solve your problems. The person you were in desper
ate need of could have actually been right down your
hall. He

or

she may have

even

been awake at this

hour.

Chaplains, who may have been the most important
people when you needed a friend, were there for this
very reason. Chaplains had a special calling to help
others make it through the tough times and continue
spreading the message of compassion into every person's
world. Chaplains understood and related to what stu
dents were going though. Students could come to chap
lains with daily problems or simply for a prayer partner.
Chaplains provided encouragement and strength to
those around them. They oversaw the spirtual growth of
students on their wings and made an impact in the lives
of those they touched every day.
They weren't just prayer leaders or those who simply
participated in weekly devos. They were special people
who obeyed the Lord and boldly ministered His word to
others everywhere they went.

© Oral Roberts University

Chaplains
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e
caught up with tests and deadlines and
lost ourselves in the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Although we
took time to pray that everything would come together and occa
sionally stopped to remind ourselves to spend more time praying
and reading the Word, it was easy to forget the importance of the
Spirit in our lives. Although it may not have been apparent at the
time of our worst crisis, there were people on campus praying for us
daily.
Spiritual Life Dorm Directors, SLDDs, were the spiritual
leaders of the student body. Their main objective was to pray and
seek the will of the Lord. They contributed to the growth and
strength of the student body's spiritual life. These dedicated indi
As students

we

often got

viduals heard the call of the Lord to reach out and touch the lives of
many students every

day with their

Beyond daily prayer,

constant prayers.

SLDDs also acted

as

counselors to

chaplains

by providing support and guidance. Just as chaplains
served the students with spiritual strength, SLDDs were available
for chaplains in their times of need.
Although these leaders spent a great deal of time in prayer, they
also managed to participate in activities and weekly meetings. In
addition to these meetings, SLDDs scheduled time together to grow
and students

in

unity

and

friendship.

faculty realized it or not, SLDDs made an
impact with their prayers and compassionate spirit. SLDDs commit
ted themselves to following the founding purpose of ORU and
Whether students and

becoming spiritual

78
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leaders for Christ.
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APA Prog_ra_m

_

Any Questions???

APAs set
a

higher standard

for

success

Tests, deadlines, research papers,
finals

meetings, projects,
life could

With

get crazy.

to remember and

it all seemed

...

college
so

much

much to learn,

so

overwhelming

at

And with extracurricular

times.

activities such

as

intramurals and

organizational meetings, it often
fel t as if there weren't enough
hours in the day.
When finals actually came
around, you realized that although
you were extremely busy, you
should have

studying

spent

more

time

to make the

when you
as if there

grade. Just
began to panic and feel
were absolutely no
hope

sight, you realized that there
were
people on campus who were
in

available in these times of crisis.

Academic Peer Advisors, other
wise know

as

AP As,

individuals who

were

devoted

always

were

there

when you needed a
better grasp of the class material.
Besides setting up test reviews and
to

save

the

day

study sessions,
vate

AP As

helped

students to reach their

demic

goals

and made

moti

aca

learning

much easier.

By setting

a

high

standard of

academic excellence, AP As became

helped further the
growth of the University.

role models and

academic

80
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Not So
•

lea
Cool academic leader.

Oxymoron? They certainly
hope not. Reports, meetings, newsletters and time
management were their most frequently used terms.
They were the Academic Dorm Directors, more
commonly known as ADDs.
ADDs were rarely in the spotlight and not often
recognized for the vital services they provided.
Every Monday night the students gathered on their
respective floors anxiously awaiting the "quote of the
week" that these leaders had so carefully selected.
And what would

we

have done without the Calvin

and Hobbes cartoons which gave us something to
read in the halls and were always a favorite topic of
conversation in the cafeteria?

ADDs reminded their APAs that while

some are

called to be

apostles, prophets, evangelists, teachers
and preachers, we are all called to excellence. This
program helped to make our minds just as strong as
our bodies and
spirits as they created helpful time
management tools

such

as our

24-hour schedules and

innovative

study tips. ADDs not only developed and
mentored AP As, they lived lives of focus and exem
plified what it meant to multiply and not bury the
talents God had given them.
Cultivating the mentality that how much you put
into college was how much you would get out of it
was

easier said than done. The leaders within this

academic program had a desire to see students leave
ORU with fun memories but also with a
quality
education and solid

preparation for

the work force.

With extracurricular activities, social events and all
the little details

college

to be reminded that

academic advisors
ted to

instilling

life entailed,

we were

we

often needed

here to learn. These

year of their time commit
that concept into campus leaders and

spent

a

while the fruit of their efforts may not have
overnight, it is sure to come in the future.

© Oral Roberts University
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Faculty

and Staff 87
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Freshmen 91
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FreshmenJSophmores
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Sophomores
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Sophomores
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Sophomores
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Sophomores/Juniors
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Juniors 111
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Sam V. Chacko

Sam

Congratulations,

God shared you with us; now go
share God's love with the world.
"Do your best to present
as one

approved,

a

God

yourself to

workman who does

not need to be ashamed and who

handles the word

oj truth.

correctly
"

2 Tim. 2:15

We love you.

Dad, Mom, Saji,
Grandmom
& all the relatives.

Congratulations,

Chris!
All that hard work

paid
We

are so

off.

proud

you and of your

of

great

accomplishment!
"Godliness, Character
&

Integ rity"
Love,

Mom & Dad
Christopher Horvath
134 Senior Ads
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CONGRATULATIONS
DAVID!
"FOR I KNOW THE THOUGHTS THAT I
THINK TOWARDS

YOU, SAYS THE

LORD, THOUGHTS OF PEACE AND
NOT OF EVIL, TO GIVE YOU A
FUTURE AND A HOPE."

JEREMIAH 29:11
WE LOVE

YOU,

DAD&MOM
DAVID B. NICO

Jose Daniel

Brenda Liz

Miranda

Miranda

Congratulations, Jose Daniel!
We are very proud of you!
We have

seen

the hand of the Lord

over

you, and we know that all His plans for
your life will come to pass. Just keep

Congratulations, Brenda!
We are very proud of you and your
accomplishments. Keep honoring Jesus
with your life. Just follow His plan.
Eph.3:20

trusting Him.
We love

We love

you!

you!

Mom, Dad, Edwin Jr. and Jose D.

Mom, Dad, Edwin Jr. and Brenda
© Oral Roberts University
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Nicole Erna Mae Francis
Master's

Christian

Degree,
Counseling

Daughter, sister, aunt, friend, poet,
journalist, social activist, leader, teacher,
preacher, healer, counselor, prayer warrior,
child of God!

God has been
Him.

good to you. Keep on trusting
Congratulations! We are proud of you.

-Mommy, Daddy, Connie, Shevlin, Keyontae

and Kamilah

•

CeCe,
of the beautiful young
woman you have become in spirit, mind
and body in your five years at ORU.

We

are so

proud

Congratulations
your academic
acheivment and
on

on

your recent

engagement
Carl

to

Winowiecki,

Class of 1998.
_-

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Maria,

Stephen

136 Senior Ads
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and David

Cecilia Jeanne
Arruda

This is my daughter, LeNissa Bennett,
at the age of six, seventeen and
twenty-one. You are very special, and
I'm excited to see what else
God has

I love you

so

been

always

for you.
much and I've

planned
so

proud
Love

of you.

always,

Mom

Lisa

Raymond

Cunaralulalions, lisa!
You

are

We're

very

thankful

special.
you

have

put God first.

Finding
His purpose and plan for
your life and living it out
fully will mean success.
Lisa, you have
a

come

long way!

love you very
the best is yet to

We

-Dad,

© Oral Roberts University

Mom

and

much;
come.

Craig
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"For I know the

thoughts

and

have for you, says the Lord."

plans

that I

Jer. 29: 11

-

Eileen, congratulations for

entering

into God's

plan.

faculty and staff, thank
for making it possible.

ORU

you

Eileen Y.

He who

Aparis

promises

is faithful.

-

Aparis Family

�==================================================��

..

He

was

cute then and

now!! Chris, I just want
to tell you how proud I
am

that

you've

made it

through these 4 years!
Congratulations, and
much love.
-Mom
138 Senior Ads
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Tina Marie Berzinis
Congratulations, Tina "B"! We are all so proud of our Little
Engineer Lady. Enjoy life with your Lord as He delights in
you. You came to
and Father God is

me

for

a

leading

purpose
you.

Love you,
Mom
M)" 8ellutlful
PIlUJhte!'

NICOLE, CONGRA rULA nONS ON
YOUR GRAOUA nON!
We pray God's best for you and for many
great things to come in the future. Thank
you for

blessing

our

family

with many

wonderful memories. Your

mother, father and brother

extremely proud

are

of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Shawn
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Congratulations,
Arthur!
We

are

extremely proud

of you. You have been a
husband, father, student
and the sole

provider for

family. What an awe
some accomplishment.
our

Arthur W.

Tigney
We love you,

Glenda, Meshael, Shariel &: Gabriel

We left

a

boy

at ORU. While

there, God

began making
Jan-Chsrte»

Cordery

you
-

Dad, Mom, Candis,

Kelly,
Matthew 6:33
140 Senior Ads

a man.

AI & Boo Boo
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Congratulations,
DashonLanaelohnson

We

Dashon!

knew you had what
it takes to be a winner. You

always

have set

today

a

family precedent

for others to follow.

We love you much and bless you this day
to go out and be all God created you to be!

Mom, Dad, Chucky, Tonya, Brandon,
Auntie, Javon, Corey, Nonie, Uncle

Craig,

Uncle

Quentin & Pam

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

We

are so

thankful to

•
•
•

God for sharing you with
us. You are an example

•
•

•
•

Sylvia

M. Sanders

•
•

•
•

to believers in

word,

conduct, love, spirit,
·

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

faith and purity.

•
•
•
•
•

Love,
Mom, Jackie, Pat & family
© Oral Roberts University
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Congratulations to the
�ra�uate!
MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND

DIRECTYOUR PATH AS YOU
BEGI N TH IS NEW CHAPTER
IN YOUR LIFE. MAY HIS WORD

ALWAYS BE YOUR GUIDE IN

EVERYTHING
YOU DO. WE
LOVE YOU AND

THANI( GOD
"Making melody
Your star is

in your heart unto the Lord."

rising. You will

go far! In the mind

of
God is your plan for unlimited possibilities, growth
and potential.

142 Senior Ads

FOR YOU!
-MOM & PENNIE

Love,

PSALM 1:1-13

Dad, Mom, Rebecca & Angela

PROVERBS 4:20-23

© Oral Roberts University

Look what the

Praise God for all

Lord has done!

He has done & is

doing. We give you
the glory, Lord!

Climbing to higher
heights, may we
boldly enter into the
throne
as a

Jer. 29:11

"For I know the

room

child every

-

day.

plans

I have for

you, says the Lord.

How wonderful to

They are plans for
good and not for
evil, to give you a

complete 4 years of
study

in what you

love to do.

:.......i:EIlil l itlililil future and
Andrea Corrine Horrat

Congratulations,

a

hope."

Josh & Ciara!

We are thankful that God gave you to us,
and we know you will be a blessing in all

that you do.

We love

you!

Pops, Mom, Herb, Keesha, Adam,
Tyler, Ashtyn, Mariah & Grandma
© Oral Roberts University
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know you have
worked hard, and we're

Son,

What

we

blessing

are

very proud of you. We're
looking forward to the

you

to us!

/

May
God's

Lord's destiny for your
life

a

goodness,

coming to pass.

mercy &

loving
kindness

follow
you

always.

Fred Stearns, III

Dad,

We love you,
Mom, Corrie &

We love

you!

Dad & Mom

Taylor

Dad, MOm, I:im,
Aalon,
144 Senior Ads

Joshua J. Miller

&

locI,

© Oral Roberts University

The moment I

saw

those beautiful

eyes I knew that you could go any

where you wanted to and become
whatever you desired.

And it

was

quite

moment you

evident the

got your first

set of wheels that you
an

were

independent woman.

were

You

relentless!

Now that your destiny seems
limitless, due to God's abounding
grace and your hard work, I am
confident that you will allow the

Holy Spirit to guide your

every

Then you will have true

move.

success.

We

are so

proud

of you!
Love,
Your

Candice Hamilton

Psychology

© Oral Roberts University

Family
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CONGRATULATIONS to Candice Pirali
,

and the Class of 2000!
Trust in the Lord with all

heart, and lean

thy

not unto thine

understanding. In
ways acknowledge Him,
shall direct thy paths.
own

all

thy

and He
Provo 3:5-6

Precious

Candy, we are very
proud of you. May the Lord
bless you and keep you. May
the Lord make His face shine

Many thanks

upon you and be

ORU who contributed to

unto

gracious

daughter's

you!

Special

thanks to the

unique

friends at ORU and in Tulsa
for their

146 Senior Ads

faculty

success.

We love you, sweetheart;
God bless you!

Dad, Mom, Tricia, Dwayne,
Grace & Aimee

© Oral Roberts University

at

our

unfailing friendship

support. May the Lord
richly bless you all!
and

to the

CONGRATULATIONS, SEAN!
We

are so

thankful to God for

you and for making this day
possible. Continue on the
God has for you. May
God bless you, and may you be

pathway

a

blessing

to many others.

We love you,

Dad, Mom, David, Sonya,
Sabrina, Sondra & Simone
Sean S. Smith
© Oral Roberts University
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Congratulations,

Rukeia!

We're thankful that you
have put God first and
your efforts crowned
with success. God shared
seen

you with us. Now, go and
share God with the world!
We love you, and we're
proud of you.
Mom

(Katie Draw) and
Grandparents (Charles
and Daisy Johnson)

148 Senior Ads

Rukeia Dasz'a Draw
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0

your God is
with you
wherever you

A

Go forth

T

go."

0

c

"The Lord

N

0

G
R

N

u

in God's love

L

and share

A

Him with

T
I

others. We

0

love You!

N
A

N

I

5,
Donna R.

•

Spencer

Congratulations, Scott!
We love you very much,
but now it is time for you
to go out and share God's

Word with others.

May

God be with
you each and
every

t

Ai

day.

Love,
Mom, Dad &

family

Antonio Scott McLean

CoNGRATuLATIONS,
GRADUATES!
© Oral Roberts University
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Conqraiulations and 'Best wishes
to 02{_'l1 s C{ass
of2000!
J

from

�rinit1t l$roaoeastiD!l Network

UNIQUE THRIFT STORE
Tulsa's Great Thrift Store

Webster

* Great Selection

Unique

-

Dictionary Says:
Rare and Unusual

(Over 50,000 Items)

* Great Values
(Thousands

of Items Added

* Great Discounts
(Prices

Why

Reduced

is

Thrift

-

Store

-

Savings

of

Money

Daily)

Place for Sale of Goods

Weekly)

UNIQUE THRIfT STORE Unique?

* We Have Fitting Rooms.
* We Accept Personal Checks.
Also MasterCard and VISA

* Ev�ry Monda�

-

Senior Citizens

25% OFF ALL CLOTHING

Day.

* Great Selection of:
Shoes, Books, Toys, Kitchenware,
and Small

Appliances

*

Ladies BlouseslDresses/Slacks

*

Men's Shirts/Slacks

*

Men's Suits

*

Children's

OPEN:

As Low As

As Low As

As Low As

$1.48

Monday-Saturday 9am-9pm; Sunday 10am-6pm

3039 SOUTH SHERIDAN
150 National Ads

$1.98
$4.98

From

Clothing

$1.98

31�����������n
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INTEGRIS Health

tile

right
rightfrom

career

the

choice

The

Hospital of the future

is

MIDWEST

beginning.

Congratulations Nursing Graduates, you did it!
join the state's largest Oklahoma-owned
health system, with hospitals, rehabilitation
centers, physicians clinics and mental health
facilities throughout much of the state.

Now

We invite you to join a dedicated, talented team of
doctors and nurses providing the best medicine to

the

communities

we

serve.

For

a

listing of

openings, please call our employment center at
(405) 947-3510, visit our website at www.integris
health. com or submit your resume to:
INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources
4900 North Portland
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Fax: (405) 947-3542

Home

of the first Certified Trauma Center
City Metro Area.

in the Oklahoma

Midwest is Oklahoma's premier medical facility
where your education counts. We're growing by
leaps and bounds and invite you to grow with us.

for a career that gives you the
opportunity to excel professionally, help others
and develop a solid future in healthcare, contact
our
Human Resources Department at:
If you

are

looking

Midwest

Regional

Medical Center

2825 Parklawn Drive
Midwest

City, Oklahoma 73110

Fax: 405-610-1376

• INTEGRIS Health. #4Right from

the

Email:

hr@midwestregional.com

EOE

beginning.

Hillcrest

The

HealthCare

Oral Roberts

University
Alumni Association Says,
"Welcome to the Family"
To the Class of2000!

System

General
The Hillcrest HealthCare System, a not-for-profit healthcare delivery system
was first established in 1918 by an RN who responded to a catastrophic
influenza epidemic. Our HealthCare system consists of 48 primary care sites,
19 acute and long-term care centers and over 7200 employees.

Facilities

diploma entitles you to automatic
membership in the ORU Alumni Association.
We invite you to participate in our programs,
take advantage of our benefits and services,
Your

and become part of our active network
of more than 27,000 alumni.

Unique

Features

Attractive educational opportunities are provided by the Hillcrest Leadership
Institute with assistance from tuition reimbursement or scholarships. As a
professional nurse, you will serve the communities of greater Tulsa, eastern
Oklahoma and contiguous areas. Northeastern Oklahoma -otherwise known
as 'Green Country' provides unparalleled academic, cultural and recreational
options for your enjoyment. Our facilities both in urban and rural settings
provide 'small town warmth' with big city career challenges.

informed of your current address
so we can keep you informed of what's
happening with your alma mater. You can

Keep

All of our urban and rural settings offer a variety of practice opportunities:
Cardiac, Intensive Care, Emergency, Pediatrics, L&D, OB/GYN, NICU,
PICU, Medical Surgical units, Behavioral Health, Transplant, Home Health,
Operating Room, PACU, GI Lab, Skilled Nursing, Extended Care, Fertility
Center, Float, Per Diem, plus more with individualized, precepted orientation.

us

update your address online (alumniweb.oru.edu),
by phone (918-495-6610), by mail (ORU Alumni
Relations, 7777 S. Lewis, Tulsa, OK 74171), or
by fax (918-495-6650). Check our web page for
Homecoming dates, career services, and more.
We're here to serve you!

Benefits

*Health, Dental, Life, Vision, Disability Ins.
"Discount for refinancing/purchasing a home
*Fibless Center
*Free Checking
"Much, much more!

*Paid Time Off Program
Tuition Reimbursement
*Day Care
*

Address Information
HHS Employment Office
110 W 7th, Suite 105
Tulsa, OK 74119

© Oral Roberts University

Phone
Fax
Email

918-579-7828
918-579-7875

cwaltol7@hillcresl.com
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nationwide
papers

1.1
"

Thank You to

We're proud to support

Oral 2?p6erts

Oral Roberts

Uniuersin].

Ave., Suite 130 Tulsa, Oklahoma 74146
(918) 664·8444
(918) 664·9042

3148 S. 108th E.

•

•

University
from
Coinl17sch
Keeping America Clean
One Laundry RoomAtA Time
CONSIGNMENT SALES

Thursdays·

6:30 p.m.

A Tulsa Tradition
Years

for Over 43
COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
Personal' Commercial' Real Estate

Specializing in Quality Fumnure, Antiques, Primhives and
Estale Uquidalion Premise Auctions

Collectables.

•

Hours M-F 9-5:30 Sat s-Noon

1507 E. 71st Street
Call Toll-free: 1-888-222-6354'

Tulsa Teachers
(redit Union

We

now

develop

35mm, 120 & 110

Copy Negalives

•

YOUR FULL SERVICE

&

494-5790

APS film in 2 hours!

Enlargements through 12 X 18
Inter Negalives
Slide Dupes
•

IN-HOUSE BLACK & WHITE

=me.
••

& E6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING

252-3652
8172 E. 68th St .• 1 block

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

il�@WOFFERS MEMBERSHIP

•

•

Fax: 494-8693' www.soulhsideauclion.com

east

of Memonol

on

68th

n e B OUTFITTERS
6044 S. Sheridan Rd.

Tulsa, Oklahoma

74145

(918) 492-1866

TO STUDENTS ALONG

Flyfishing
Canoes

WITH EMPLOYEES.

Backpacks
Tents
Boots

� ©r� fMSl ©Xlmfffll�� �WtITll;a j.\
� �©J.f�£). � 'flm!!m
j.\©Q:§IJlJiW{ L�VNJ� �ffi)tl � [fS1@�.
MAIN OFFICE:

SOUTHEAST:
EASTLAND:

3720 E. 31ST ST

14501 E. 21 ST ST
8102-8 S. LEWIS

CALL: 743-9861

www.ttcu.com
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Life

can

Clothing

be sweet.
5849 S. 49th West Ave., 447-4469
8320 E. 71s1 St, So., 254-7623
2745 S. Harvard, 742-3515
3302 S. Memorial, 622-5015
5230 S. Yale, 496-1207

10081 E. 81ST ST

SHARED SERVICE CENTER:

Outdoor

•

Good Food Good
...
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Feelings'

�

PARTNER!i

11\1

COI\I§TRUCTJOI\J

-.-

"

AUTHORIZED
•

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL

•

PAVING & SEALING

•

ASPHALT & CONCRETE

•

NEW CONSTRUCTION

Jennite®

•

RESURFACING & REPAIR

•

JOINT & CRACK SEALING

COATING APPLICATOR

"Trusted

By

Oklahomans
Since 1948"

RECOGNIZED FOR QUALITY

PARKING LOT
STRIPING

EVERYTHING
IN

�.�.
COMMERCIAL

Best Wishes

Class

Itt

Storefronts· Window Glass· Plate Glass
Tub Enclosures· Shower Doors· Patio Doors
Furniture Tops Mirrors· Custom Mirror Walls
Storm Windows & Doors Plexi-Glass & Screens
Insulated Glass

the

to

RESIDENTIAL

•

>

-

of 2000

•

ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
•

INSURANCE CLAIMS RESIDENTIAL· COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCE SINCE 1953

It= you need

a

you wan�

pluOIber bad,
hiOl good.

Dyer Glass & Mirror Co.
•
III
I]
1.1
..

Id;f:IJ'�11I1

I

VISA

Friday 7 am to
9740 East 54th

Monday
(one

© Oral Roberts University

-

block east of

Mingo

on

5 pm

.

:..

54th)
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�9,

campus, and as all things should, it began
with solid leadership. President Richard and First

Lady Lindsay Roberts made the decision to
personally host the Fall Revival. During this event
God supernaturally brought both conviction and
change among students and faculty.

© Oral Roberts University

omnu
longer borrow
money but instead trust God to meet the University's needs according
to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus. Within days the heavens opened
and massive amounts of rain and hail fell on the city of Tulsa, leaving
ORU with millions of dollars in damage. Through insurance and
as

President Roberts stood firm in his decision to

God's favor the
receive

...

new

University was

able to pay

a

no

small deductible and

flooring, computers, equipment and

more

ran

p

young Gabrielle Christian Salem, niece of President
Richard and Lindsay Roberts, went to be with the Lord.
as

God's faithfulness
comfort and

brought forth a testimony of
strength.

The roots of faith

family

-

roots

run

that

deep

are

within the Roberts

not moved

circumstances. God has

by

brought them through

the fire stronger and more determined to enter
the 21st century as leaders that will not allow this
abandon its

founding purpose. Our
goal remains: to have Jesus at the head, along
with Godly leaders commissioning each and every
student to "Go where His light is seen dim, His
University to

voice is heard

small, and

His power is not
uttermost bounds of the earth

known;

"

...

© Oral Roberts University

even

to

the

.

1999-2000 Perihelion
under construction.

road. Favorite

Favorite quote: "You
are
unique, just like

am a

everyone else."

in

a

riddle

quote:

"I

wrapped

mystery inside

an

enigma."

Christina Fischer,
Co Editor-in-Chief

Alicia

Born in the Panama

From Tulsa, OK. Senior

Canal Zone and raised

Journalism major. Hob

Spiritual Life Assistant

in Broken Arrow, OK.

Rebecca

Senior

Assistant

Organizational/
Interpersonal Comm.
major. Hobbies include
travel, music, reading
and writing. Future
plans are to become a

and

Chris

Bashta,

Editor

Editor-in-Chief Sports
Spiritual Life Editor Born in Cocoa, FL,

Born in Metarie, LA.
Senior Business major.

raised in

Hobbies include

ment

cross

major.

Hobbies

cian. Favorite

Favorite

Favorite

tory will be kind

to

me

and

Freshman New Testa

world renowned musi

quote: "His

writing

Warfield, KY.

include water

skiing,
reading and cat-herding.
quote: "It

must be of the

life is short, but sweet
for certain." Dave

because I intend to

we are

write it." -Winston

flesh."

Matthews

Churchill

MacArthur

-

bies include

Dingess,

stitching, playing the
trumpet and talking.

quote:
"Celebrate we will, for

to
-

Brooke

save

spirit if
the

Douglas
Baker,

Sports Assistant
Born and raised in

Tulsa, OK. Sophomore
PRJ Advertising major.
Hobbies include

ing

and

playing

sing
the

plano.

JoJ 0 Sanchez,

Jonathan Turner,

Co

Graphics

Editor-in-Chief

Damaris Barton,
Sports Assistant

Editor

Born and raised in San

Born and raised in

From

Antonio, TX. Fresh
man Mass Media/

Edmond, OK. Senior

Sophomore Communi
cations major. Hobbies
include photography

Journalism major.
Future
156 Staff

plans

are

still

Markland,

Multimedia

major.

Hobbies include music
and

cruising the

open

Aledo,

TX.

and intramurals.

© Oral Roberts University

and

drawing,
collecting

Coca-Cola memorabilia.
Favorite

quote: "Some

times faith is not

cling
ing; faith is letting go."

Christopher Turner,
People/Academics Assistant
Born and raised in

Edmond, OK. Freshman

exploratory major. Hob
bies include reading,
poetry and computer
games. Future plans are
still in progress. Favorite

Christie Palser,
Campus Life Editor

David Leer,

Born in Ft.

Collins, CO
and raised in Denver,

From

CO. Senior Multime

Administration

dia

Hobbies

major.
include rollerblading
and journaling with a

Campus Life

Assistant

Modesto, CA.

Sophomore
jor.

Rachel

Business
ma

Hobbies include

music, reading and

cup of coffee. Future
plans are to work in

interpretive dance.
Future plans are to
graduate and pursue

international video

an

production.

Favorite

quote: "Don't go with
the

Snyder,

Academics Editor
Born in
IA.

quote: "To do is to be."
-Lao Tzu

Davenport,

Junior

Interna

tional

Community
Development major.
Hobbies include pho
tography, magnetic
poetry and drinking
coffee.

MBA. Favorite

quote: "What's my

Lesley Piersall,
Editor at Large

name?"

flow--you are the

From Eastern Illinois.

flow."

Sophomore Organiza
tional/ Interpersonal
Comm. major. Hobbies
include

sports of all

kinds, reading, writing
Natalie David,
People Editor
Born and raised in

Stillwater, OK. Junior
PRJ Advertising Major.

and

camping. Future
plans are to become a
world-renowned moti
vational speaker. Favor
ite

quote: "Ignorance

Hobbies include read

bliss."

ing, traveling, and cook
ing. Future plans are to

Joy Uyetake,

decide what to do with

From Broken Arrow,
OK. Junior Writing

the future.

is

Photographer

major.

Hobbies include

photography, writing
and reading. Future
plan is to write chil
dren's books. Favorite

quote: "Wisely and
slow, they stumble, but
run

fast." -Friar

Lawrence
© Oral Roberts University
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colophon
The 2000 Perihelion

Jostens in

published by

the Oral Roberts

Kansas. The Perihelion is

a

160-page

University yearbook

book. The

Suzanne

Crolley.

staff and

was

printed by

and division pages were de
gloss and endsheets were printed

cover

The paper stock is 100-lb Mead signature
white transicolor paper, flooded to match the cover. All work

signed by
on snow

Topeka,

was

was

done

by

students unless

otherwise noted. A copy of The Perihelion is reserved for every student, paid for with enrollment fees.
Campus Life: Headline: Palatino, Impact and/or Stone Sans; Spiritual Life: Headline: Lithos Black,

Ashley Script; Academics: Headline: Lithos
Sports: Headline: Impact; People: Headline: Palatino;
Subhead:

Black and Lithos

All

Light,

Subhead: Palatino;

Body Copy: Palatino;

All

Captions: Palatino;

All Folios: Times.

pictures courtesy of Thornton Studios; other photos courtesy of Don Wilson and the Photogra
phy Department. Special thanks to Arnie Thrutchley and Allison Holden, Jostens representatives, Mrs.
Mary Williams, Nancy Brainard, Dr. Jeff Ogle and all other faculty, staff and students who contributed
to the production of the yearbook.
Class
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Publications Advisers: Edwin Smith and
Kamela Jones

beginning of the school year, I am amazed
at how much I've changed in so short a time period. I remember
that when I tiflished high school my teachers and elders told me
that my freshman year at college would probably; be the totlgb
est. I never expected it to be as tough as this year has proven to
be. However, the year wasn't touqh because classes and extra
curricular activities were chaliengiRg; it was tough because I was
en realized that I didn't rechallenged as a person. I had not
to reveal who lie wanted
ally know who I was until God beg
looking back

me

to the

to be.
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